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case study

Paid Digital Attendee Acquisition
Retargeting Campaign



+challenge

+situation
The Advertising Research Foundation [ARF], a non-profit industry 
association whose mission is to further through research the 
scientific practice of advertising and marketing, was hosting a 
one-day Think Tank as part of the SXSW Brand and Marketing track 
at their March festival in Austin, TX. The goal of the Think Tank was to 
expand the brand awareness of the ARF and the thought leadership 
space they own in the advertising and marketing sectors.

With only 1 month before the event, our goal was to ensure that 
each one of their five-panel session had a full attendance – 
approximately 700 attendees per panel.  
Our approached required reaching a highly-targeted and 
difficult-to-reach audience at scale. The target consisted of:

A mix of marketing, advertising, media, research and agency
executives who have never heard of The ARF and convince them to
fly across the country, register for SXSW, and attend the Think Tank.
Past website visitors that would be most likely to attend, as well
as their subscribing members. Communication needed to go
beyond just email to augment reach and attendance. 
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+strategy
ARF’s Email List
Although ARF had an extensive mailing list these were not the primary target as their 
members were unlikely to attend SXSW; however, their members’ colleagues were a prime 
target.  
LinkedIn Page Followers
TThis segment had an excellent engagement rate in the past.  
Past Website Visitors
These were individuals who previously visited a specific section of the ARF website that features 
a list of all their upcoming events. 
Advanced Audience on LinkedIn
  These were individuals who had specific interests relating to the themes presented at the 
Think Tank. They were part of the marketing & advertising sector and fit specific demographic 
criteria that resembled The ARF’s most engaged audience based on their analytics. 
Advanced Audience on Facebook
These were individuals living in the Austin area, had shown interest in SXSW, as well as 
marketing and advertising themes, and were further segmented by demographic criteria
that resembled ARF’s most engaged audienthat resembled ARF’s most engaged audience based on their analytics.
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Five possible audience segments were identified:  
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+execution
Facebook and LinkedIn audience matching were utilized to upload the email list onto the 
platforms to facilitate matching the emails to social profiles and deliver event advertisements.

Facebook Pixel and the LinkedIn Insight Tag were installed to create custom audiences and 
capture people who visited a specific section of the ARF website related to upcoming events.

TThe same approach was replicated with Google Ads so prospects could find out or be 
reminded about the event as they browsed their favorite sites. Additionally, prospects 
segments were reached by appearing in their Gmail inbox without actually having their 
email address.

Specific ads were created for each of the segments, matching the theme of the event with the 
appeal to the particular audience, addressing key points of interest.

AAdvanced bidding and placement optimization were utilized to maximize the budget and 
click-through rate, as well as advanced geo-fencing techniques to create specific segments 
and ensure only relevant audiences would view the ads. 
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content + assets
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+results
Standing room only of 700+ 
attendees for each one of the five 
panels.

   + 156,803 Impressions
   + $3.07 CPC
   + $2.1K media spend
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